A Study of Reliability and Validity an Attitude Scale towards Simulation-Based Education

Abstract

**Aim:** The aim of the current study was to develop a scale to measure the attitudes of nursing students towards simulation-based education. Effective evaluation of simulation experience have been identified as essential components of simulation-based training. Although use of simulation in nursing education has increased, concrete research is lacking, with many studies resulting in students’ attitude and perceptions towards simulation.

**Method:** In the 2014-2015 academic years, a total of 165 nursing students participated to the study in Ankara from 8 nursing schools. The Scale consisted of 38 items to be graded by 5 point Likert type. Cronbach alpha internal reliability, Kendall W test, Kaiser Meyer Olkin test, Barlett’s test and exploratory factor analysis were used to analyze the validity and reliability o the scale.

**Results:** The Scale consisted of 38 items to be graded by 5 point Likert type. The result of the analysis provided four factors structure for the scale. (1. satisfaction – self-confidence, 2. clinical competency – self-efficacy, 3. seriousness – fidelity, 4. barriers – difficulties). Corrected item-total correlation values of the scale items varied between 0.59-0.76. The reliability coefficient was found as Cr=0.72. It was determined that the scale could categorize students for their attitude levels (p<0.001).

**Conclusion:** Findings of the research indicate that the scale has good psychometric properties.

Introduction

The professional education centers, with their new techniques and equipment, offer unique opportunities for dynamic, complex, and critical situations to be experienced and managed [1,2]. In the nursing education the psychomotor skills are acquired at the professional skills laboratory. Simulation is gaining popularity as a means to provide innovative clinical learning experiences that bridging the gap between theory and practice in nursing education [3,4]. The growing complexities of patient care require nurses to master not only knowledge and procedural skills but also the ability to effectively communicate with patients, relatives, and other health care providers and also to coordinate a variety of patient care activities [5,6]. Simulation experience offers a unique opportunity to educate students for master the skills of clinical judgment, competency, self-confident, communication, delegation, conflict management, decision-making, ethical dilemmas and critical thinking skill without jeopardizing patient safety [4,7].

Simulations range from simple to complex (task trainer, virtual reality, web-based simulation basic mannequin simulators; low, moderate and high fidelity simulators, life-like human mannequin that breathes, blinks, talks, and has heartbeat, pulse and lung sounds). Especially, recent advances in technology have potentially changed the definition of simulation by way of doing repetitive exercises in each skill area [5]. This simulator can be used for scenarios from simple physical examination to interdisciplinary major trauma management. These scenarios should be realistic, practical, and comprehensive. There must also be provision for video recording equipment and sufficient space for equipment setup. After simulation scenario, the educator and the student should participate in an active debriefing [8]. Each simulation session should also include an evaluation of the overall experience by student. Simulation approaches not only to help students to attain educational goals but also to enhance nursing practice and teaching methodology for educators [7].

**Material and Methods**

**Type of research**

This study has been designed as a methodological study.

**Study group**

The study was conducted by a total of 165 nursing students with simulation experience who were 3rd or 4th year students during the 2014-2015 school year. 18.8% (n=31) of the study group were male, and 81.2% (n=134) were female. Required institutional approvals were granted prior to the study. 1st and 2nd year nursing students do not have any previous simulation-based learning experiences. Therefore they were not involved in our study.

**Inclusion criteria:** The inclusion criteria for the students in the current study were (a) that the students did attend any course regarding simulation at a university (b) that he or she agreed to participate and (c) that students enrolled in the nursing program.
Exclusion criteria: Nursing students who were under the age 18, and those who did not volunteer to be in the study.

Writing and testing of scale Items

We have reviewed the literature regarding “attitude” measurements first while creating items regarding Simulation Based Education Attitude Scale (SBEAS). We have taken aspect suitable for the construct regarding attitude (statements in attitude sentences, their contents etc.) and conceptual equivalence (cognitive, affective, and behavioral) into consideration. According to literature review, SBEAS at national and international levels were not found, only studies on graduation levels of students following simulation and validity studies for simulation evaluation forms with which suggestions were given were found. By drawing from the literature, we have prepared 50 items regarding SBEAS [6,9-12]. For the validity of the scale, we have taken three expert opinions and suggestions for each statement. In this regard, a form comprised of 38 items was created after 12 out of 50 items were discarded as they were found to be unintelligible. Students filling out the scale had expressed their opinions on a 5 point Likert scale ranging from completely agree [5], to completely disagree [1].

Using the data gathering tool

A pilot scheme was applied to 15 nursing students in 3rd or 4th year who have volunteered to the research on the scale we’ve created. Items were found to be intelligible in general, and the scale was completed in 10 minutes. The final 38 item form of the scale was filled out by 175 nursing undergraduates. However, the study was comprised of 165 students as some of the scales were not complete.

Data analysis

Item statistics and internal consistency of sub dimensions were evaluated in the study regarding reliability of SBEAS. We have used the Kaiser-Meyer Olkin (KMO) coefficient and the Barlett Sphericity test in factor analysis. Following creation of factor constructs, we have named them and used the Cronbach Alpha (Cra) reliability test.

Findings

We have used the “rotated principal components analysis” in order to obtain information regarding structural validity of the scale. Suitability of the data to principal components analysis was conducted using the KMO coefficient. According to this, the data is suitable for the analysis when the KMO coefficient gets closer to 1, and it’s a perfect match if it is 1. We have determined whether the data comes from multivariate normal distribution ($\chi^2=656,417$; p<0.05). It was found that the sample size was sufficient, the data was suitable for factor analysis and items were correlated to conduct a factor analysis on the findings of the Barlett test. Following the factor analysis, 20 out of 38 items were removed as they were not correlated with other items. A construct with 4 sub factors with an eigenvalue of over 1 each was created using the remaining 18 items (Table 1, Figure 1). This has increased the Cra value from 0.70 to 0.72.

Satisfaction - Self-Confidence [1-6]: The eigenvalue of the first factor which provides information regarding significance level and weight of each factor within this construct was found to be 3.36. This sub-factor alone explains 18.66% of the attitude variable.

Clinical Competence - Self-Efficacy [7-11]: The eigenvalue of this factor was found to be 2.43. This sub-scale (factor) alone explains 13.55% of variance of relevant attitude variable.

Seriousness - Fidelity [12-15]: The eigenvalue of this factor was found to be 1.98. This factor alone explains 11.03% of variance of relevant attitude variable.

Barriers - Difficulties [16-18]: The eigenvalue of this factor was found to be 1.48. This factor alone explains 8.25% of variance of relevant attitude variable. These three factors explain 51% of variance regarding relevant attitude variable.

Factor loads of the items included in the scale range between 0.59 and 0.76 (Table 1). All of these findings were used a proof that the scale has a construct validity at a sufficient level. Items test correlations regarding item validity and homogeneity of the scale were calculated. All of these findings show that the items have high internal consistency and are valid and reliable.

Regarding reliability of the scale, the Cra reliability coefficients of the whole scale and each sub dimension were calculated separately (Table 2). Regarding reliability and homogeneity of the scale, Cra reliability and item test correlations were calculated. The Cra reliability of the whole scale was 0.722, Cra regarding the first factor was 0.739, Cra regarding the second sub factor was 0.657, Cra regarding the third sub factor was 0.631, and Cra regarding the fourth

| Table 1: Inter-Item Correlation for SBEAS. |
| Items | Factors (F) |
| F-1 | F-2 | F-3 | F-4 |
| SBE allows me to participate in clinical practices actively. | .696 |
| SBE increases my self-confidence in clinical practices. | .663 |
| SBE allows me to see my shortcomings. | .659 |
| SBE helps me to use theoretical information during practices. | .656 |
| SBE increases the quality of healthcare. | .651 |
| I would like to receive SBE. | .593 |
| SBE increases my critical decision making skills. | .677 |
| SBE has a positive effect on my clinical success. | .651 |
| SBE prepares me for the real clinical environment. | .632 |
| SBE decreases the risk of my making mistakes during clinical practice. | .658 |
| SBE helps me realize my shortcomings. | .596 |
| It is important for me to learn various learning techniques during the SBE process. | .745 |
| It would be helpful to integrate SBE methods to all applied courses. | .745 |
| SBE increases my wish to learn. | .626 |
| SBE gives me almost real clinical experience. | .591 |
| SBE is boring for me. | .764 |
| SBE is a waste of time. | .710 |
| SBE increases the work load. | .665 |
sub factor was 0.625. All of these findings were used a proof that the scale has a reliability at a sufficient level.

As apparent in Table 3, correlation between scores obtained from SBEAS and scores obtained from sub factors were between 0.33 and 0.71 and these correlation coefficients were found to be significant at the 0.01 level. The fact that these correlations were significant shows that these four sub factors are SBEAS components.

Discussion

The best learning for adult education can be obtained by active participation in the education process and taking a role in the education process. Nursing is an occupation that requires building of psychomotor and behavioral skill in addition to cognitive skills and therefore has been largely affected from fast paced developments in the field of science and technology [1-3]. Nursing students must trained in leadership, teamwork, evidenced-based practice, open communication, learning from mistakes for their actions [13]. Simulation, as one of these methods, provides a means to learn based on experience increases students’ knowledge levels and self-confidence and enables development of clinical decision-making skills [14,15]. In a study by Pinar and Doğan on nursing undergraduates, the simulation model was found to be beneficial as it shortens the learning period, and develops motivation and feelings of confidence [9]. In a study by Ross et al., on nursing undergraduates, it has found that students undergoing simulation based education prior to clinical practices are largely satisfied with their education, they provide benefits to patients, they are accepted by clinical nurses, and they enjoy an increase in their level of knowledge [13]. Dieckmann and Ganley & Linnard-Palmer [19], defined that simulation may cause a high level of stress and anxiety because of the unfamiliarity in the learning approaches used and hesitation towards the risk of exposure of one’s incompetency [16,17]. Use of the simulation model gets more common during the process of preparing nursing students to the clinical environment, although we were not able to find a study in which student attitudes towards simulation based education. In fact, nurse educators should assess the students’ knowledge, skills and attitudes about simulation education to provide quality of care. In addition educators need more information about how to best optimize simulation as teaching method [4]. In 2006, the National League for Nursing developed ‘The Simulation Design Scale to evaluate students’ reactions, beliefs about self-confidence, satisfaction, scenario design, and educational practices associated with simulation [6]. Recently, many researchers, administrators and educators become involved with simulation outcomes [7]. In a study, findings present that all undergraduate students improved their performances towards teamwork concepts after simulation-based experience [10]. In this study, we think that proving validity and reliability of SBEAS, which would enable evaluation and development of SBE programs, would benefit the literature greatly. Also, evaluating the results of SBE which has arisen from the need for innovation in technology and education, would provide a standard approach for both student development and development of institutes and teachers.

Conclusion and Recommendation

The SBEAS provides a reliable and construct valid measure of student perceptions of and attitudes toward simulation-based education. In this study, we have done validity and reliability regarding measurement of attitudes of nursing students towards SBE and developed a tool that is comprised of 18 items and 4 sub dimensions. The Crα for the whole scale was 0.722, we think that this scale can be used for evaluating students’ attitudes towards simulation education in a reliable manner. As a result, measuring features of students’ attitudes towards simulation education by using the correct approach established for education can contribute to evaluation and development of education. If this scale is going to be used for healthcare professionals other than nursing students, we suggest repeating validity and reliability studies on larger groups based on data obtained from such groups.

Table 2: Total Variance (VR) Explained for Factors.

Table 3: The Correlations Between the General and Subscales (Factors) of the SBEAS.
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Strengths and limitations

The first limitation of this study is that we selected a convenience sample from university. This study was on simulation experiences of 3rd and 4th grade students, so it has been conducted on volunteer students within such groups. Despite this limitation, our sample size allowed us to randomly select separate confirmatory and exploratory subsamples for the conduct of confirmatory and when indicated exploratory factor analysis. Also, we think that it would contribute to the literature greatly, as it is the first scale that evaluates attitudes of students towards simulation based education.
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